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“Peer” learning. An exercise in democracy

PATRIZIA MAGNOLER

Riassunto: Da diversi decenni gli insegnanti vivono una dimensione di ricerca sulla
propria pratica per alimentare sia una cultura partecipativa all’interno della comunità
professionale, sia le conoscenze speciiche sulle problematiche connesse all’insegnamento,
in particolare alla trasposizione e mediazione didattica. Lo stato di “insegnante ricercatore” è stato diversamente interpretato e curvato nei modelli formativi che si ispirano alla
collaborazione tra “pari”, identiicabili non solo nei colleghi, ma anche i ricercatori universitari e non. La postura necessaria alla realizzazione di esperienze di co-formazione
è individuabile nella disponibilità a condividere i saperi (teorici e della pratica) al ine
di afrontare eicacemente i problemi che si presentano, disponibilità che si accompagna
alla responsabilità, all’ascolto reciproco, all’attenzione verso una complessità sistemica.
Vivere esperienze di ricerca-formazione permette di alimentare la conoscenza professionale ma consente altresì di fare esperienza consapevole di democrazia.
Abstract: For several decades teachers have been living a research dimension on their
own practice to nurture both a participatory culture within the professional community,
and the speciic knowledge about problems connected to teaching, speciically to the transposition and to the educational mediation. he status of “research teacher”was diferently
interpreted in the training models founded on collaboration among “peers”, meant not
only as the colleagues, but also as the academic and non academic researchers. he attitude
which is necessary to create experiences of co-training is to be found in the availability
in sharing knowledge (thereotical and practical) in order to face the problems that occur
in an efective way. his availability is accompanied by responsibility, reciprocal listening, and the attention towards a systemic complexity. Living experiences of co-training
makes you able to nurture the professional knowledge, but also to make a conscious experience of democracy.
Keywords: training, research, democratic participation, collaborative models.

he idea of a teacher who develops among peers through research on
personal training and for personal training has permeated the educational
landscape for more than forty years, from the irst deinitions developed
by Stenhouse (1977) to the current interpretations which also envisage a
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collaborative approach between experts and teachers. but how have these
research models carried out among equals changed over time and what reasons have led to these changes? How are research groups set up each time,
which parties are involved? Which topics does research focus on?
he answer to these questions requires a systemic vision connected to
the times, to social and cultural needs, to the concept of the teaching profession and the organisational operation within the school. relationships
with teacher associations and aggregations beyond the borders of any individual school come into play, as do those with other organisations and
individuals dedicated to research, which bring important changes in the
design and management of ield surveys, through a dialogue which is built
up between theoretical and practical knowledge.
one aspect in the diferent dimensions of research experienced by
teachers within the diferent models remains constant in any case, namely
that research is born and develops around an actual problem which is experienced as such by the school. he recursive relationship between problem
and research on the one hand focuses attention on the real context, whilst
on the other it requires a continuous processing and veriication of hypothesis and a signiicant collection of data. Finally, the data must always
be able to ofer a broad and articulated picture through quantitative and
qualitative collecting methods, the latter must be able to give visibility to
the richness of reality, as explained by Stenhouse himself.
A second important aspect, intrinsic to doing research or being a researcher (beillerot, 1991) is the elaboration of hypothesis, the process that
manifests the culture which is being built up at the individual school. every
hypothesis is directly connected to the data collected, to the interpretative
categories of those who process it, to sustainability which may be deined
in relation to the context.
A third aspect that occurs recurrently is the interpretation of a democratic participation to the research and therefore the presence of forms
of dialogue and mutual appreciation between the actors involved, which
increases or decreases in relation to the social and professional context, according to how the diferent models vary.
hree diferent models (to innovate school culture and indirectly that
of society, to address speciic problems valuing various methods, to ind
mutually beneicial intervention strategies based on the procedures in use)
which teachers have been facing since the 50s, will be addressed by this
presentation. he purpose of this paper is not to historically reconstruct
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the models, but to focus solely on how the investigation manner of the
teaching methods was interpreted, highlighting in particular the extent of
sharing with other peers or with experts who have become speciic “peers”
in their turn.
The research teacher in legislation
before describing the three models we should retrace how research in
schools, and therefore teacher training, has been interpreted in ministerial
terms.
if research practices, intended as design-experiment-analysis-assessment, were already present in italy since after the last war, it is in the seventies that we ind the deinition of research teacher. despite the process
applying models developed “out of school for the school,” which required
teachers to be “executive staf ”, it is at this time that participation in research and teaching and pedagogical innovation take shape as a fundamental right-duty for the upgrade of inspection, management and teaching
staf (Presidential decree 31st May 1974 n. 419). he idea of experimenting in order to innovate, to explore new teaching and organisation strategies in order to adapt the educational system to a social culture thereby
entered into the school, which became both the cause and the recipient of
the change itself. he decree had regulated and legitimated educational research in italian schools, helping to fuel a favourable attitude to the search
for improvement. in particular, art 3 deined the experimentation extent
which could be carried out when struggling with an issue, specifying the
reason, the working hypothesis, identifying the organisational needs, the
cost estimate, the description of the methodological procedures, the means
of veriication and evaluation. research and experimentation were connected because they were linked by a common goal: to change the existing,
considered no longer suitable for responding to the problems posed by
the incoming generations. experimenting also meant inducing changes to
the organisational formats of the school, not just dealing with educational
problems which could be solved within the class.
Precisely in relation to change and experimentation, it is interesting
to recall what Stenhouse said concerning the curriculum elaboration: he
states that when it is produced from above (the ministry) it is unequivocal
and tends to propose solutions; when it is elaborated within the individual
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schools, it is based on problem-solving and proceeds through continuous
phases of adaptation to reality, in order to pursue a progressive improvement of the procedures and work methods. it is in this latter case that the
idea of a research teacher, which Stenhouse processed beginning from the
Humanities Curriculum Project (1970), created with the aim of “developing an understanding of social situations and human actions, as well as of
the controversial evaluation versions which they give rise to” (Stenhouse,
1975, 158), develops. he proposals for implementing such a research
method required the observation of the procedure carried out between
peers and an observation made by the academic class researcher who attempted, where possible, to remain neutral. However, the objectives appeared not to converge at all times; the researcher developed an interest
in elaborating an educational theory rather than giving teachers a detailed
view of the analysed action.
he diferent experiences at that time allow us to identify three diferent
lines of research:
• Academic, uninterested in solving practical problems, oriented
towards the discovery of process operations and the development of
conceptualisations and methods;
• Political and administrative, mainly geared towards ensuring that
changes in the school system should be implemented;
• By the professional communities and educational institutions which
ofer methodological support and training in order to improve
methods.
returning to the subject of national legislation, the autonomy law (Presidential decree 275/99) and subsequently M. decree 100/2002 which heralded the educational reform of 2003 (law 53), already gave rise to a progressive transformation of the spirit of educational research as identiied by
Presidential decree 419/74, towards “giving shape” to what had been previously decided at a ministerial level. examples are given by the proposals
made to schools to develop learning Units, to develop itineraries inspired
by an educational orientation. We agree with Calidoni that the latter ieldwork constitutes a means to facilitate the implementation of certain proposals with the aim of spreading and sharing a proposal born outside the classroom. his process makes use of some teachers (experts inter pares) who
in turn become its promoters. research institutes (irre, iNdire), have
often played a key role on behalf of the Ministry in promoting and sharing this process. Such research is conigured as the space which combines
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school with ministerial intentions through a process of “directed renewal”.
but how is the research teacher trained? he analysis of the initial training and whilst working allows us to discover in particular the absence of
speciic trajectories.
educational research seems to occupy a marginal niche even in a
teacher’s training structure which is based on an approach where the link
between research and teach-ers/ings appears to be predominantly of a linear-application type or of mutual independence/juxtaposition, with a lack
of recognition of the research by/with the teachers, to the point of not being included in a professional training proile (Calidoni, 2004, 45-46).
Not even M. decree 249/2010, which established the new ive-year
course for teacher training, envisages the development of teaching research
skills; the evidenced objectives show a convergence regarding didactic
transposition and classroom management and the participation to an institutional view of school life. he image of a teacher who does research is
recalled within the National Guidelines (2012) which suggest a devolution
by the teacher to rethink teaching according to the development of pupils’
skills. his is completed by the Accompanying Measures (2013) which represents the Action-research (hereafter Ar) combination, which is consistently used in ministerial and school language. in this case Ar is functional
to developing efective methods to implement normative objectives.
he research dimension inherent to the idea of professionalism is present instead in some professional proiles (MeQ, French référentiel) and
is connected to a relection concerning development and continuous selftraining. research which takes on ethical connotations as the investigation
is functional to the teacher’s improvement and to the educational project.
even the choice of the object to be investigated is an ethical aspect as it
highlights the importance given to certain topics rather than others. research, as part of a vocational service, is also seen as a form of exercise
of educational responsibility which must materialise in itineraries able to
intervene on the present, but with a social planning perspective which pays
attention to the need to form citizens able to participate in democratic life.
The research for innovating school and society
he teacher’s igure, historically assigned to forming citizens, according
to a well-deined political-cultural project, has often been implemented
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through the imposition of models (viz. the fascist period), of principles
which translated into operational and functional control procedures. Since
the ‘60s, as consequence of the studies on learning and instructional design (reighelut, 1999), education as the translation into practice of research
theories has gradually been implemented, thereby enabling pragmatic processes properly inspired by experimental research, logically constructed
modelling in order to govern educational processes as well as acting as a
causality between the process-product (damiano, 2013). he teacher could
be approached as an “applicator” or as an experimenter, with the opportunity of returning expertise in order to enable the world of research to
perfect its models, a proposal which is still present in certain perspectives
of evidence based education (Calvani 2012).
in parallel to these international paths, in the wake of a need to overhaul the country’s democracy after the war, in italy in the 50s a small group
of teachers from the Marche had the desire to look across the Alps in order
to understand how to power a school renewal through new classroom work
techniques which would allow the student to develop as an active person
capable of instigating a diferent participation in social and political life.
his is the period when contacts with the expérience tatonnée which characterised Freinet (1973) irst began and which were adopted and ampliied
by the Cooperativa della tipograia a Scuola (CtS) (Cooperative of typography at School), established in 1951, which in 1958 then became the
Movimento di Cooperazione educativa (Cooperative education Movement) (MCe). in the spirit of tamagnini1, a major player in this process of
method innovation, there was a precise purpose: to not elaborate theories
or pedagogical models, but to ind techniques which could fully and correctly achieve that activism which was beginning to be known in italy as
well thanks to Washburne, an education manager who took care of the
school curricula during the post-war period, and which were inspired by a
democratic perspective and by the appreciation of experience, starting from
dewey’s thought.
it is in fact this shared interest that has enabled increasing consideration of Freitnet’s techniques which appeared to be “the most appropriate
and accessible means to reform education according to the principles of
modern pedagogy” (bini, 1980, iX). Change had to begin from sustainable methods, already tested and bearing a social and value-related message
which became the true horizon of meaning in order to induce a fundamental change compared with the fascist school (bini, 1971). techniques howDOVE VA LA SCUOLA?
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ever are not independent from purposes (Ciari, 1961), they are the reiication of a pedagogical vision which identiied “cooperation as the dimension required in order to substantially transform education” (Pettini, 1980,
p.20). he relevance and validity of the educational proposals was always
discussed among teachers, referring on the one hand to the culture and
methods spread by the institut Coopératif de l’École Moderne (iCeM),
and on the other to the children themselves who supplied directions and
guidance contextually according to how their school work was carried out.
A similar need to re-establish a democratic school participation, but
also to rethink educational culture, was shared by a part of the world of
higher education and research (Codignola, borghi, de bartolomeis, Visalberghi and later laporta, tornatore, Santoni rugiu who were all members
of CtS). A fruitful cultural exchange between researchers and teachers
who do not want to be identiied as “empirical”, but rather as school technicians, able to give visibility to pedagogical activism, was born from this
synergy between diferent subjects who shared the same social and valuerelated vision. rugiu recognises that cooperating for educational renewal
is the real strength of these associations between teachers, which do not
fall into line with ideologies and pedagogical theories, trying to maintain
impetus towards the formation of the student. it is this vitality, due to the
idea of having to meet the educational needs determined historically, psychologically and experimentally, which materialises in the idea of publishing the “bulletin”, a true space for collecting and disseminating experiences
in order to then discuss and compare them, a liaison and critical body of
enhancement. he bulletin is also a communication continuity instrument
between teachers which must also be implemented through regular contacts, meetings and trips in order to meet italian and foreign colleagues,
and a very active correspondence.
he participation and liveliness of that period have been traced by
Pettini (1980) through the reports of various conferences, from 1951 to
19572 from which the amplitude of research which had been accomplished
transpires. University researchers and teachers worked jointly in order to
experience and rethink the efect of Freinet’s techniques (prints, live calculation, self-correcting iles, etc.) both from the point of view of teaching
efectiveness (teaching disciplinary rules, but in a participatory way), and
from the point of view of the educational-pedagogical value of these work
methods. An examples is given by the Visalberghi report at the conference
of 1957 in which he revisits the importance of the printing technique for
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developing social functions, and Ciari’s report, oriented towards building
a “survey technique” to be developed together with the students in order
to build up systematic knowledge, although with indirect inluence on the
teacher’s mode of investigation. he latter is trained by designing, testing,
sharing his documentation on the various paths, he analyses their practical
validity and reconstructs their theoretical justiication, harnessing all the
positive elements.
he tendency of this innovative movement is to develop a path of continuity in improvement and research starting from a mutual base, i.e. techniques. he role assumed by the researchers is to act as “peers” who make
their own knowledge available in order to co-design, brainstorm, present
diferent views, as occurs, for example, when the need arises to build up
observation tools to be used in class.
he equal relationship was achieved through a mutual control between
researchers and teachers, both engaged in the construction of practical
knowledge in a rigorous, reliable and publicly veriiable manner. his type
of research and relationship produced research reports in which the narrative reconstruction, detection, documentation and systematic relection and
critical examination were developed cooperatively: everyone worked and
discussed the various issues addressed as equals. he organisation of the
CtS meetings is a demonstration of this, for example: the main speeches were given both by scholars and teachers, ofering diferent viewpoints
which therefore became the occasion for a generative and multi-prospective
comparison and which often became texts to be subsequently divulged.
he writings produced both by school staf (Ciari, Pettini, tamagnini), and by scholars (laporta, rugiu, Visalberghi) gave rise to a wealth of
strongly connected meanings, which are still useful to interpret that research period.
educational innovation functional to democratic participation had a different impact on systemic and political aspects. he world of the school
inspectorate looked at these changes sometimes with interest, sometimes
with suspicion, only partially adopting the thought of an active student in
the ‘55 Curricula. he issues that were raised mainly concerned learning
evaluation which led to setting learning objectives already in these curricula.
he political world was initially opposed (investigations by the police on
the work of major activists were frequent), then dewey and Freinet’s lines
of thought were taken on and partially engulfed by members of the italian
Communist Party.
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Research for a didactic embetterment
during the 70s and 80s, the reforms carried out at a political and social
level allowed the creation of a more democratic society which was attentive
to the civil development of students. in schools, research increasingly seeks
to assume a “scientiic” role by adopting procedures and data processing
methods allowing a possible source of mutual control on the achievements
reached.
it is during this period that the Action-research model, applied to
schools (elliott, Scurati, 1993), becomes visible in teacher training methods.
lewin’s model presented particular features: it was connected to organisational aspects (a client and a contract) and had a structure which
imposed the respect of stages in order to ensure scientiicy (Cunningham
1976, Kemmis, 1990). it also puts in the foreground the role of the researcher, who was also the guarantor of the diferent regulatory actions of
the Ar (planning, action, observation and relection). if the initial objective was the resolution of a problem through a process led by the researcher,
over time and with the development of diferent Ar models, a trajectory
towards an ever-increasing democratisation of research becomes evident.
Knowledge of problems was contextualised, linked to the life of each participant, to his acts and for this reason the collection, analysis and decisionmaking processes could only be shared with those who actually worked in
that situation. he subjects participating in the research were not the recipients of thoughts and ideas of others, but were directly involved in order
to contribute to the increase of knowledge on the issue which was being
investigated, and through this devolution of the problem an enhancement
of human potential, with particular attention to relection, to learning and
change was achieved.
A re-reading a posteriori, in the face of an accurate analysis of the
context and of the times during which lewin (1946) developed his own
model, led trombetta and rosiello to stating that Ar had placed “the
problem of democratic collaboration, participation and cooperation seen
from a perspective of change [...] which can only take place within a democratic self-improving spirit considered positive for the psychological life
of the individual, the group and the community”, (2000, 93). his theory
has not only shaped an epistemology, a way to afect the social fabric, but
above all the utopia of transforming society by using a collaboration which
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manifests itself in dialogue methods which characterise the relationship
between teachers and researchers. According to Pourtois (1986), it requires
an intersubjective agreement which the research actors can reach through
conversation. “it is to the dialogues which follow and precede acts that we
entrust the intersubjective negotiation of what the group will consider as
“truth”. truth that is always given in a linguistic landscape which cannot
be identiied tout court with facts. baldacci invokes the need to apply the
dialogue principle of Morin (1989) between an epistemological position
and a hermeneutic3 one, to be balanced, on a case-by-case basis, on the
study in progress.
his process involves several steps:
1) he construction of the discourse on the problem that presents itself
as a dialogue between “diferent languages”. Pourtois evidences well
how the “data”, i.e. what is reported by the actors, is the result of a
reality construction, iltered by beliefs,
2) he construction of the datum based on the procedures, but also
on the conidence that the other may ind interesting information
concerning the problem,
3) Sharing data and a process of interpretation,
4) he development of a common language capable of recounting “the
fact” according to a shared interpretation.
Mastromarino considers Ar as “a type of applied social research, which
difers from the others because of the active participation in the process
of intervention both by the researchers and by the operators in the ield
and aims to change some conditions experienced by the community as
unsatisfactory” (Mastromarino, 1989, 91). Ar emphasises the connection
between the cognitive and the pragmatic moment, in an efort to “assemble
from the very beginning the need to know with that of action, the progress
and the organisation of knowledge together with the improvement of the
studied situations and phenomena and with the efectiveness of interventions “(Pellerey, 1980, 450). it is not just a question of understanding, but
also of searching in order to act, of acquiring the ability to do. he expansion of knowledge is combined with modifying the existing situation
through a constant reciprocity.
dialogue and action become an essential combination in order to identify the process to be followed for an improvement in critical situations.
Action is the “raw material” of research as it is from this that problems
and their related factors are drawn, changes to it are designed and it is to
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this that one returns in order to analyse processes and possible changes. but
action is conceived and experienced by a practical person who becomes its
irst cognoscente, he who has access to information not available to others.
his type of knowledge takes on increasing power within the relationship
with the researcher who increasingly takes on the role of accompaniment
to a process of clariication of the implicit and of what relates to action.
he evolutionary path outlined by barbier (1996) enables seeing a process of emancipation of the practical person, who increasingly becomes the
protagonist not only of the action, but also of thought about the action.
he researcher, as an advisor, stands as one who facilitates the intelligibility of the problem and of thought concerning a possible change. He
works to bring out needs and potential from the people involved in research in an efort to help them achieve what they wish to change, he
favours a social process of learning by not avoiding the typical processes of
confrontation and conlict. He does not stand as the one who knows and
learns together with others.
one can feel the passage of concentration towards the group, as a dynamic ield in which favourable or hindering relationships and dynamics
for the development of the other are woven, towards subjective experience
which becomes the basis for the interpretation and implementation of subjective and collective awareness paths.
he paradigm of relectivity is part of a trajectory which also wants to
connect the training aspect to the elements characterising Ar. learning,
acting, thinking, changing, analysing and evaluating are all interconnected
processes which help to fuel professional competence and the ability to be
more efective in critical situations.
Ar often envisages a continual process of self-assessment followed by
an assessment of the results. Precisely in relation to the outcome, an evaluation of the operation and its redesign may be traced, thereby implementing a cyclical process of planning-action-observation-relection; this is the
dimension that puts the researcher into research and not in carrying out research. Calidoni4 deines the main feature of Ar thus: collaborative / participatory, innovative / transformative, evaluative / self-correcting. When
applied to the school, this is a methodology which is particularly full of
potential for support and help in educational activities and for innovation
and therefore can be the subject of a speciic in-service training and of the
initial training when intended as a “systematic relection on practice” to be
carried out through laboratory-training.
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Castoldi (1991) sees the possibility of reconnecting Ar to the organisational dimension, as it could be considered as one of the possible and
efective processes in order to activate an institute self-analysis, useful to
bring out issues and immediately place them within a change perspective.
At the same time as these thoughts within the national context, an
integration of the Ar deinition with the adjective “participatory” (Selener, 1992) is particularly recognised in the United States, highlighting a
convergence between researchers and other subjects, both also engaged in
verifying the results of research within speciic educational contexts (Mantovani, 1998), in order to understand if and how the shared experience
actually bore new knowledge for action.
other factors relating to joint participation in research emerge from
these relections: the need to verify the validity of the results for all interested parties, the increased perception of a co-generative process (M.
lewin, 1993) and, in the case of applying Ar to schools, the connection which becomes established between innovating and taking on professionalism as a fundamental variable in order to respond to problems
which arise.
he expert is increasingly a “peer” able to present a distanced vision,
characterised by the use of other conceptual tools designed to enhance
intelligibility.
Democratic methods for a double knowledge
if Ar applied to schools had gradually lost sight of its organisational
and social aspects and the continuous link with school policies, the renewed conceptualisation regarding the learning and skills development of
students gave rise to a new proposal, the Collaborative research (hereafter Cr)5, a model which is in keeping, but also out of keeping, with Ar
(lenoir, 1996 desgagné, 1997). hanks to this model, a strong connection
with the instructional-educational mandate drafted at a ministerial level is
re-established, which takes on the educational potential of the process of
joint research. in recent years, the analysis of education processes, in Quebec as in italy6, has led the process of didactic transposition to become the
focus of the teaching relection, there is a particular attention to the methodologies and epistemological choices made by teachers who must adapt
to new cultural challenges. but what should actually change and how? he
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answer can only be the result of a co-generation between those who study
the problem and those who act by recognising and addressing the problem
itself, sometimes without having the time to understand and examine in
depth its profound reasons. herefore the object of the research connects to
the object of the training, taking on, as an analysis mode, the relationship
between pedagogy and didactics, two dimensions which are profoundly
connected to each other in teachers’ practice7 (bednarz et Proulx, 2009).
he choice of guiding professional development through joint research processes depends on two basic factors: the respect and recognition of the knowledge gained from teaching while working (Shulman
1987 tochon, 2000), and the knowledge that improved methods depend
on a fruitful interaction between theoretical and practical knowledge. he
objective is not to create breaks with what is actually done at school, but
to take it on board in order to see how learning sciences can orient the
work of teachers more efectively. he journey of accompaniment which
a researcher may carry out is implemented through relective activity
(desgagné, bednarz, Couture, Poirier, lebuis, 2001) adopted in order to
share mutual expertise.
A democratic dimension can also be found in Cr, which manifests
itself:
- in respecting everyone’s opportunities of being productive in research
in relation to the personal professional role, not adding further tasks
and skills which would require a duplication of time commitment,
but enhancing and optimising the real action. here is therefore
a symmetrical position in relation to the creation of knowledge,
even though the researcher plays a speciic role in setting the path
(Morissette et desgagné, 2009; bednarz & al., 2012),
- in assigning equal importance to the teacher as to the researcher. if the
latter can ofer a review of the educational process and in particular
on issues related to learning obstacles tied in with disciplinary tangles,
he does so through a negotiation in which the teacher determines, at
least at a 50% level, the possibility of an actual double verisimilitude
of the end result,
- in determining the adequacy of a response to the problem which
cannot be exact, but is relevant both to the negotiation process between
varying theoretical and practical knowledge, and to the subjective
methods of each teacher. here are routines, concepts, pedagogical and
methodological choices which are a source of stability for teachers,
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just as there are multiple views present in theoretical studies that
allow glimpsing a range of “possible actions”. With this in mind,
the researcher suggests diferent strategies to the teacher from those
experienced, backs up design and relection based on the collected data,
helps to dig deep in students’ answers and productions. As described
by Couture (2013), the researcher becomes the one that follows,
fully collaborating with the teacher, classroom experimentation,
data collection and the rethinking of the teacher’s professional self,
helping him discover several potentials and problems, his own and his
students,
- in the double verisimilitude. his concept summarises the democratic
perspective of Cr. he double verisimilitude refers to a) the way
in which each Cr phase includes the focus on ensuring that the
decisions taken in view of the action and research are negotiated and
understood by both parties; b) producing a inal research result that
is valid for the scientiic community and for the teaching community.
he product can be prepared with diferent languages and focuses, but
in any case the indings which the research team has reached can only
be due to negotiation.
he dimensions of research and discovery are accompanied by a training
dimension which shows a synergy between practical didactics and criticaltheoretical / legislative didactics. he ongoing confrontation does not only
change the teacher’s professionalism, but also that of the researcher: «une
sorte d’exercice démocratique exigeant et dont il est probable que le chercheur ne sort pas totalement indemne» (dubet, 2007, 45). in an efort to be
the interpreter of teachers’ voices in order to reach a common construction,
he is at the same time involved in it, to the point of even changing his way
of looking at problems. As teachers ind themselves rethinking the action
with a researcher’s conceptual tools, similarly he enters the world of everyday life, of the methods of intuitive, immediate investigation, which often
provide the ability to deal in real time with unusual situations. desgagné
et al. (2001) believes that the researcher has to exercise a double sensitivity in such a way that the relective process should be a formal process of
investigation, but also a “questionnement pratique” for teachers, which can
make them advance professionally. respect, listening, the common goal of
progress towards greater understanding drawn from the respective worlds
characterise a strongly democratic research-training environment, best capable of stimulating the chances of each participant.
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Conclusion
Although laid down in their simplicity, the three models presented thus
far allow reconsidering democratic sharing processes which connect innovation, change and professionalization.
he objective of a community which dialogues and faces of may be ascribed to understanding in order to change for the good of the community
and of all those who are recipients of the action carried out by its members. teachers have an institutional role which cannot avoid taking on an
ethical dimension (damiano, 2007), of responsibility towards the current
generations for a possible future. if a teacher passes on his relationship with
knowledge within the educational mediation, rather than his knowledge,
his students will also experience their relationship with an actual, tested
democratic dimension.
in this sense, it is believed that the participation forms which enhance
the perception of being able to contribute to the collective good are discernible in certain practices:
a) An upstream determination of knowledge equality on which to build
together: for the practical person it may be having a wider knowledge
of the problem and its context and for the theorist an expertise in
formalising , but they are both involved in giving meaning to research
and results;
b taking on equal responsibility in deining new possible actions for
the improvement of knowledge and of procedures related to speciic
problems, but in a negotiated way;
c) Also accepting a dimension of mutual analysis, which can sometimes be
diicult, even from a personal perspective, as the research community
constantly goes deeper as regards the reasons for the action, coming to
identify deep patterns generated by individual experiences and putting
in place the necessary condition for a change of perspective;
d) designing possible objectives to be extended to the system, which
do not isolate single dualities (researchers-teachers or ministryteachers, or yet again school-ministry) because the possibility of a real
collective participation must be set within a continuous dialogue with
the variables existing in the system.
All this in order to reach what may be considered the highest goal of
education, i.e. to allow freeing the “total intelligence” of students, encouraging their participation in social activities at school and outside, allowing
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each to acquire skills which will enable walking their own path, at their
own pace, although together with others.
Notes
1

tamagnini, a training teacher in Fano, with a great academic knowledge
given the fact also that he had been a student of lombardo radice, and Pettini, a
teacher, educator and director of studies.
2 in 1957 CtS was transformed into MCe at the congress held in Fano on
1st November.
3 he epistemological position “means assuming that all contributions to a discourse may be measured through rules which indicate how a rational agreement
can be reached”. he hermeneutic position “battles against this assumption, which
is replaced by the hypothesis of a conversation which does not rest on common
origins, but which can hopefully lead to an agreement” (baldacci, 2009, p.33)
4 Chronicle of the results of the international seminar “Action- research for
educational development” held in erice from 1 to 5 February 1992.
5 Collaborative research, born in the speciic ield of teacher training, sets
itself up as a model of joint participation at all stages: teachers and researchers are
engaged in co-research situations (deining the problem), in co-operation (agreeing methodologies and the investigation process), in co-production (which must
be valid for both cultures of belonging of the diferent players.
6 See New National Guidelines.
7 « l’objet de recherche rejoint ainsi l’objet de formation, puisqu’il concerne
les pratiques en développement, avec, comme angle d’analyse, l’articulation entre
la pédagogie et la didactique, deux dimensions profondément imbriquées dans la
pratique des enseignants ».
Author’s Presentation: Patrizia Magnoler is Assistant Professor - with qualiication awarded to associate professor - of didactics in the department of education, cultural heritage and tourism at the University of Macerata. Scientiic
director for the training activities of the degree in Primary teacher. Member of
the executive board of the italian Society of educational research.
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